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Legal advice means you pay 
$1,000/hour, and I look at your 

personal situation.  This ain’t it –
it’s education.

I am neither “sensitive” nor 
politically correct.  Those who are 
easily “offended” should consider 
this their “trigger warning” and 

do something other than listen to 
me.

•
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My Purposes & Biases
1) Self-Directed Accounts 
2) Small to Medium Sized Business
3) 401k is THE superior account for SD Investing

A. Lighter Prohibited Transaction Penalties
B. Limited but important UBIT exception:  No UBIT if 

sole cause of UBIT is borrowing to finance the 
acquisition or improvement of real estate

C. I pay little attention to SEPs & SIMPLEs
D. I like to see Traditional Pre-Tax IRA money in 401k 

(usually Solo) stat and Traditional After-Tax Money in 
Roth IRA (because it cannot be rolled to 401k)

4) Efficiency of Presentation.  Object: Hit List.  Not dull, 
overly detailed discussion more suitable for CPAs.
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Prohibited Transactions
House Version. Distribute only the transaction amount, not the 
entire IRA
Senate Version.  15% annual excise tax on transaction, like 401k’s

Last Minute.  Clarified what we already believed to be true, that 
only the IRA with the PT is distributed.

Also MIA at the last minute:  No ability to convert Roth IRA to Roth 
401k

Prior Evil Changes (i.e., de-facto elimination of most self-directed 
investing and all “checkbook” LLCs did not get put back in due to 
massive outcry generated previously (see, your Custodian’s 
emails, handsoffmyira.com, etc.).
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RMD: Roth IRA & 401k Parity
Law through 2023: Only Roth IRAs are exempt 
from requirement to take RMDs.

2024 Onward: Roth portions of employer 
retirement plans are no longer required.  

Cover existing plans that were already making 
RMDs?  Yes!

I favor 401ks over IRAs.  The primary reason to 
convert from 401k to IRA was to avoid RMDs in 
Roths.  That reason shall soon disappear.  Good! Jonh Hyre - Secure Act 2.0: 
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IRA Fix-It?
Employer Plans Compliance Resolution System
(EPCRS) allow 401k’s and other similar plans to 
fix otherwise costly errors.  The procedures 
are not always simple or even “doable”.  But 
when “doable” is usually a lot cheaper than 
the penalties such errors carry.

This system now applies to IRAs.  IRS has two 
years to implement.  A way to fix Prohibited 
Transactions?  We’ll find out.
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RMDs Start Later
Required Beginning Date for Required Minimum Distributions 
increases to 73 on January 1, 2023 and to 75 January 1, 2033
Summary:  
 Easiest way to look at it:  Born in 1951 to 1959, RMD age 

is 73.  Born in 1960 or later, RMD age is 75. Note: 1959 
unclear, age 73 or 75?

 If you hit 72 in 2022, you must take at least ½ of the 
annual RMD amount no later than April 1, 2023 and the 
remaining amount by 12/31/23 (new law did not help 
you).

 If you hit 72 in 2023, you’ve got an extra year & 73 is the 
new RMD trigger age until 2033.  If you hit 72 after 2023, 
the law also helped you.

 If you hit 72 before 2022, you are already paying RMD’s 
and these rules do not affect you.  Sorry. Jonh Hyre - Secure Act 2.0: 
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RMD: Reduced Penalty
Law through 2022. Failure to make RMDs on a timely 
basis resulted in a penalty equal to 50% of the 
amount by which RMDs were short.
 Example.  An RMD of $20,000 should have been 

issued by 12/31/21.  Only $5,000 was issued on 
time.  The failure to issue $15,000 of RMDs on a 
timely basis results in an annual penalty of $7,500.  
The penalty would repeat if the $15k failure were 
not corrected in 2022.  Heavy!

Law 2023 Onward. The penalty is now 25% of the 
“fail” amount.  If the RMD failure is timely corrected, 
the penalty may be as low as 10%.
May still attempt to apply for a waiver of the penalty 
(presumably for ”reasonable cause”)
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RMD & Excess Contribution SoL
Prior Law (IRAs Only).  Statute of limitations started 
when filed Form 5329.  Effectively meant no SoL
because taxpayers did not know to file the form.

New Law (IRAs Only). SoL starts with filing of 1040.  3y 
for RMDs & 6y for excess contributions.

If excess contribution is in relation to the acquisition of 
property for less than its FMV, then need to file Form 
5329 for statute of limitations to start.  Sounds like a 
planning technique someone has been mentioning for a 
decade….and sounds like IRS just wants to be paid its 
excise tax of 6% (for IRAs).  Consistent with case law.
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529 to Roth IRA Rollover
Starting in 2024, may roll a lifetime limit of $35k of “seasoned” 
money/assets from an “old” 529 to the beneficiary’s Roth IRA if the 
beneficiary otherwise qualified to contribute to a Roth IRA, subject to the 
usual annual contribution limits & compensation requirements but NOT 
including the income phaseout (no need to “Back Door”).
Specifically:
 529 must have been maintained for at least 15 years (keep an eye on 

that clock)
 Only amounts in the 529 for at least 5 years before the rollover date 

may be rolled (“seasoning”)
 Rollover counts as a Roth IRA contribution for the year, may not exceed 

the usual annual contribution limits (at least not without paying the 6% 
annual excess contribution tax)

 IRA owner must have enough “Compensation” to absorb the 
contribution.

 Income limit does not apply, so no need to “Back Door”
 Lifetime limit of $35,000 (Not indexed for inflation)
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401k Contribution Basics Under 50
Covering salary here, Self-Employment Income similar but more complex.

1 Bucket, 3 Cups to fill it.

Total Contributions per 401k (you can have more than one if structured 
correctly):  $66,000.

Three Cups to Fill The Bucket

1) Elective Deferral (Employee Contribution). $22,500 per person for 
2023.  “Uses Up” Compensation. Traditional or Roth.  Withdrawn from 
paycheck, so 12/31 deadline (more time if Compensation is not W2/is 
from business profits).  Many CPAs think this is the only cup.

2) Employer Match.  Employer matches a % of every qualifying 
employee’s Compensation, same % for all, up to 25%.  Traditional 
(though employee can pay tax to convert to Roth), deductible to 
employer.  Does not ”use up” Compensation.  Plan must allow for it, 
Employer can switch percentage from 0% to 25% annually.

3) Mega Roth.  Salary to 401k, Roth only.  Technically After-Tax Employee 
Contribution with Immediate Conversion to Roth.  Usually used to fill 
bucket when other 2 cups don’t do it.  Plan must allow for it. Jonh Hyre - Secure Act 2.0: 
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Catch Up Contributions
Old people (50+) get $7,500 more – that’s Ketchup Contribution.

Cup 1 (Elective Deferral) and Bucket are increased by $7,500 for 
2023, $30,000 and $73,500.

Bucket for Old People = $73,500 (instead of $66,000)

Cup 1 for Old People = $30,000 instead of $22,500

Cup 2 for Old People = same as for Whippersnappers

Cup 3 for Old People = same as for the Whippersnappers

This is all Pre-Secure Act 2.0. But wait, there’s more!
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Extra Catch Up Contributions
For years 2025 and beyond, those who turn 60, 61, 62, or 63 
during the year have a Super-Sized Ketchup Contribution

 Total Ketchup Contribution is $10,000 or 150% of the then-
existing normal Ketchup Contribution, whichever is greater

 The present Ketchup Contribution is $7,500.  150% of that is 
$11,250, which is greater than $10,000.
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Rothification for “Rich” Ketchup
 Starting in 2024, Ketchup Contributions to 401k, 403b, and 

governmental 457b plans by employees whose wages exceed 
$145,000 (indexed for inflation) must be made on a Roth basis.  

 Pretty darned amusing.  The Code prohibits people who make 
”too” much from directly contributing to Roth IRAs (which is why 
we have Back Door Roth IRAs) and force people who make “too 
much” to make 401k Ketchup Contributions on a Roth basis!

 Does not apply to non-employees – sole proprietors, partners, etc.  
They may still make Traditional contributions with their Ketchup 
Money (and perhaps convert to Roth at a discount).

 Also:  Applies to prior year wages, and only to wages from 
employer sponsoring the plan.

 Also:  If plan docs do not allow for Roth, then no one can make 
Ketchup Contributions.  Old People get the same contribution 
limits as Youngsters (kudos to Kitces on catching that).
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Required Auto Enrollment
 Only for new employer plans 2025 onward (e.g., 401ks but not IRAs)

 Exceptions for New & Small Businesses + Existing Plans

 Existing Plan – Grandfathered.  But if join multi-employer plan, it’s “new”

 New = Employer or predecessor employer has been in existence for < 3y

 Small = Normally employ 10 or fewer employees in Controlled Group.  
Once have 11th employee, have a year after close of that taxable year to 
auto-withhold

 Hyre’s opinion: “Employer” will likely mean controlled group.  Not sure.

 Auto Enrollment = 3% to 10% of employee’s Compensation per year in first 
year. Escalates by 1% per year up to 10% max (15% for Safe Harbor plans, 
15% for all employer plans from 2025 on).  Employee can opt out or 
change amount.  This is “social engineering” under the theory that some 
people will “let it happen” and thereby save more for retirement. Jonh Hyre - Secure Act 2.0: 
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Student Loan Payments
May Count for “Match”

 Cup #2, Employer Matching, usually matches Compensation OR 
Compensation, but only to extent employee makes contributions 
from cup #1.  This provision matters in the 2nd situation.

 Very Basic Example:  Employer matches 4% of salary, but only to 
the extent the employee contributes to the plan.  In such cases, 
the match is 50% of contributions or 4% of salary, which is less.

 Employee contributes zero to the plan and has $50,000 salary.  
Match is lesser of (50% x $0 = $0) or (4% x $50,000 = $2,000) = $0.

 Employee contributes $3,000 to the plan and has a $50,000 
salary.  Match is lesser of (50% x $3,000 = $1,500) or (4% x 
$50,000 = $2,000) = $1,500.

 Employee contributes $0 to the plan but makes $3,000 in 
student loan payments.  Same result as above.

 Employer may or may not add this feature to plan docs, it is not 
required Jonh Hyre - Secure Act 2.0: 
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More Options for Spouse
Surviving spouse may step into the shoes of 
deceased spouse
 Use deceased spouses age (makes sense if 

surviving spouse is older)
 May use Uniform Lifetime Table (better) instead 

of Single Lifetime Table (worse)
 If surviving spouse dies before RMD’s begin, then 

beneficiaries are treated as Original Beneficiaries.  
Meaning:  No 10-year rule for beneficiaries, 
distributions are over beneficiaries’ lifetimes.  
Don’t know how one “plans” for this one, should 
just be aware of it.  
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Slight QCD Enhancement
Once 70.5, can (roll to if need be) give $100k 
from Traditional IRA directly to charity each 
year, per person.  Tax-free (which may be better 
than deducting on Schedule A of 1040) and 
counts towards RMDs.  If planning on giving to 
charity do NOT convert everything to Roth!
 Legislation indexes $100k to inflation starting 

in 2024 (good)
 Allows $50k per Traditional IRA to go to CRT, 

etc.  But CRT (etc.) can only be funded with 
the $100k (including spouse).  Stupid, no one 
will do it given costs of CRT’s. Jonh Hyre - Secure Act 2.0: 
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Qualified Disaster Distributions
I don’t like them.  Why move money from non-
taxable environment to taxable?
 Retroactive to 1/26/21.
 Principal place of abode within a Federally 

declared disaster area
 Take distribution no later than 180 days after 

declaration date
 Report income all at once or over 3 years
 Three years to put it back and avoid distribution 

(means amending returns)
 Amount = $22,000
 Looks like it is per Controlled Group and not per 

person Jonh Hyre - Secure Act 2.0: 
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10% Penalty Exceptions
 Still Taxable unless Seasoned Roth – just gets you 

out of the 10% penalty. 
 Domestic Abuse.  Lesser of $10k or 50% of plan 

balance.  Self certify.  May have other implications!  
Withdrawal within 1 year, 3 years to pay it back.   
2024 or later.

 Terminal Illness.  Physician says some illness or 
physical condition (married to Latina?) that will kill 
you within 7 years.  Apparently no limit.

 Emergency Withdrawals.  1 grand.  Who cares. 
Next.

 Long-Term Care Premiums.  Lesser of 10% of 
account balance or $2,500.  OK.  Next.
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Big Disaster Loans from 401ks

 Again, not a big fan.  Taxable vs. Non-Taxable.
 Principal Abode in declared federally declared 

disaster area = loan from qualified plan 
(SoloK?) of 100% of vested balance up to max 
of $100,000, with an extra year for repayment.
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Change in Definition of Part Time
 Used to be 1,000 hours per year for employee 

to qualify, could exclude those with < 1,000 
hours if plan docs said so

 Always have to take care not to self-exclude!
 Secure Act 1.0 changed it to 500 hours for 3 

years in a row = “mandatorily qualifies for 
401k” starting in 2024 (500 hours per year since 
2021)

 Secure Act 2.0 says now only need 2 years at 
500+ hours for mandatory inclusion in plan.  
Starts in 2025, so look at 2023 & 2024 for the 
500 hours. Jonh Hyre - Secure Act 2.0: 
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Saver’s Credit Was & Remains Rare
 18+ years of age
 Not dependent on another’s return
 Not a student (5 months full time, includes 

more than just college, broad definition)
 Credit applies to IRA, 401k, SEP, SIMPLE, 

certain govt plan, ABLE Plan contributions
 Max qualifying contribution = $2,000
 Phases out quickly (see next slide), so 

useless in most cases
 May be useful for non-dependent retirees, 

etc. Jonh Hyre - Secure Act 2.0: 
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Saver’s Credit Only for Low Income

Credit Rate Married 
Filing Jointly

Head of 
Household

All Other 
Filers*

50% of your contribution AGI not more 
than $43,500

AGI not more 
than $32,625

AGI not more 
than $21,750

20% of your contribution $43,501-
$47,500

$32,626 -
$35,625

$21,751 -
$23,750

10% of your contribution $47,501 -
$73,000

$35,626 -
$54,750

$23,751 -
$36,500

0% of your contribution more than 
$73,000

more than 
$54,750

more than 
$36,500
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Misc.
SIMPLE & SEP employee and employer contributions may be 
Roth and not just Traditional, at the election of the employee, 
plans docs permitting.  Inferior plans (when compared to 
401ks), so should not apply to most of you.  Mentioned it 
anyway.

IRA Ketchup Contributions (an extra $1,000 for Old People per 
year) shall be indexed to inflation starting in 2024.

More Cowbell, err, Roth.  Matching Contributions (Cup #2) may
be elected as Roth by employees for 401k, 403b, 457 plans, if 
plan docs permit it.  Effective immediately.  

“Starter” 401k:  Inferior.  Didn’t bother with it.
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Misc.

Enabling Procrastination. Sole Proprietor now allowed to 
establish SoloK plan for a given year before the un-
extended due date for the return (April 15) or the date the 
return is filed, whichever is sooner.
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